Abstract. Today's businesses are inherently process-driven. Consequently, the use of business-process driven systems, usually implemented on top of service-oriented or cloud-based infrastructures, is increasing. At the same time, the demand on the security, privacy, and compliance of such systems is increasing as well. As a result, the costs-with respect to computational effort at runtime as well as financial costs-for operating business-process driven systems increase steadily. In this paper, we present a method for statically checking the security and conformance of the system implementation, e. g., on the source code level, to requirements specified on the business process level. As the compliance is statically guaranteed-already at design-time-this method reduces the number of run-time checks for ensuring the security and compliance and, thus, improves the runtime performances. Moreover, it reduces the costs of system audits, as there is no need for analyzing the generated log files for validating the compliance to the properties that are already statically guaranteed.
Introduction
Business-process driven systems form the backbone of most modern enterprises. As a consequence, process-models as such and Business Process Modeling (BPM) as a methodology are becoming more and more important, not only as a documentation artifact but also for controlling and steering the execution of business processes. Moreover, the number of businesses that operate in regulated markets, i. e., that need to comply to regulations such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [15] in the health care sector or Basel II [6] in the financial sector, is increasing. Such compliance regulations along with the increased awareness of IT security result in the need for modeling, analyzing, and execution techniques for business processes that treat security, privacy, and compliance properties in business processes as first class citizen.
To meet these requirements, several approaches, e. g., [12, 20, 23, 27] , have been suggested to integrate the security specification into process models. Only a few of these approaches use the security models for more than documentation purposes. Usually, the approaches that use the security models besides documentations only provide means for generating access control configurations for monolithic workflow management systems and, therefore, are not adequate for modern service-oriented or cloud-based infrastructures.
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Modern service-oriented or cloudbased infrastructures are usually operated by multiple parties and, moreover, comprise many technical layers (see Fig. 1 ):
-The User Interface Layer managing the interaction with end users, i. e., allowing them to claim new tasks, querying input, or displaying results. -The Business Object Layer or Service Layer comprises all backend systems as well as (external) services providing the functionality required for implementing the service tasks. -The Business Process Layer comprising a business process execution engine that links the user interface layer and the business object layer, i. e., for human tasks, the necessary interaction with users is triggered and for automated tasks, the calls to backend systems or, e. g., services. Each of these layers has to comply to the various compliance and security requirements to ensure that the overall systems complies to the security and compliance properties expressed at the business process level. Most works on integrating security aspects into business process models concentrate on the modeling as well as the process execution in the business process layer. In contrast, we concentrate on ensuring that the accompanying implementations (and system configurations) in the user interface layer as well as the business process layer comply to the process level security and compliance requirements.
In this paper, we present a novel approach that allows for statically checking the conformance of service implementations, i. e., on the source code level, to requirements specified on the business process level. As the compliance is statically guaranteed-already at design-time-this method reduces the number of run-time checks necessary and, thus, improves the runtime performances. Moreover, it reduces the costs of system audits, as there is no need for analyzing the generated log files for validating the compliance to the properties that are already statically guaranteed.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: After introducing secure business process models using SecureBPMN in Sect. 2, we present a mapping from process level security and compliance requirements to the implementation level in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we describe our prototype and in Sect. 5 we discuss related work and draw our conclusions.
Secure Business Processes: An Example
Modeling security properties, as a first class citizen of business processes, requires an integrated language for both security and business requirements. One option is the extension of a process modeling language with security concepts. In our work, we follow the meta-modeling approach for extending the metamodel of BPMN [22] with a security language, called SecureBPMN, that allows for specifying hierarchical role-based access control (RBAC) [1] as well as further security and compliance properties. The decision for a meta-model based approach is based on our previous experience in extending UML with RBAC [10] .
Overall, SecureBPMN [12] enables the specification of security properties at a fine granular level. For example, separation of duty and binding of duty can restrict individual permissions (e. g., completing a task requires two clerks or one manager ) rather than restricting the whole task. Fig. 2 . The SecureBPMN modeling environment allows for specifying security requirements diagrammatically as well as using specialized user interfaces.
For example, consider a travel approval process in which the budget and the travel duration need to be approved by different managers. The main window in Fig. 2 illustrates such a process. This simple process requires already the following compliance and security requirements for a more detailed discussion of security requirements for process models):
< userTask id = " Approve Duration " > < e x t e n s i o n E l e m e n t s > < activiti : formProperty id = " user_lastname " writable = " false " / > < activiti : formProperty id = " user_fi rstname " writeable = " false " / > < activiti : formProperty id = " t r a v e l _ d e s t i n a t i o n " writeable = " false " / > < activiti : formProperty id = " t ra ve l _d ur at i on " writeable = " false " / > < activiti : formProperty id = " travel_budget " writeable = " false " / > </ e x t e n s i o n E l e m e n t s > </ userTask > Listing 1. User interface implementation for Request Travel using form properties.
-Access Control: Access to resources as well as actions need to be restricted to certain roles (e. g., clerks, managers) or subjects.
In our example, we assume a simple role hierarchy containing the roles staff and manager where every member of the role manager is also a member or role staff. Moreover, the role staff has full access (e. g., is allowed to claim, execute, or cancel) for task Request Travel; members of the role manager have full access for the tasks Approve Duration and Approve Budget. -Separation of Duty: More than one subject is required to successfully complete the process. Similarly, one can define Binding of Duty as the requirement that certain tasks need to be handled by the same subject.
In our example, we use separation of duty to ensure that the subject requesting a travel is not allowed to approve the absence or the budget-even though he or she might be a member of the role manager. While, in this example, most likely not necessary, we also assume the strict application of the need to know principle. In more detail:
-Need to Know: User should only be able to access the information that is required for their work.
In our example, we apply the need to know principle to ensure that the manager approving the absence has only access to the duration of the travel and the manager approving the budget has only access to the travel costs. Executing this process in the context of an enterprise system requires more than deploying the process model in a business process execution engine (recall Fig. 1 ): among others, user interfaces for the manual or human tasks, e. g., Request Travel or Approve Duration, need to be implemented. Listing 1 shows such an implementation of the user interface for Request Travel using an HTML like formalism, called form properties. Moreover, the internal flow of the service tasks, e. g., Send Result, needs to be implemented. Listing 2 shows such an implementation in Java that, e. g., can be used as the business logic of a web service.
These examples show that the implementation of business process-driven systems requires much more than only the business process model itself. Moreover, these artifacts are, compared to the high-level process models, quite low-level. Consequently, specifying security and compliance properties on the process level is not enough to ensure the secure and compliant operation of business processdriven enterprise systems. package corp . acme ; import java . util . ArrayList ; import java . util . Date ; import java . util . List ; import org . activiti . engine . delegate . JavaDelegate ; import org . activiti . engine . delegate . D e l e g a t e E x e c u t i o n ; public class SendResult implements JavaDelegate { @Override public void execute ( D e l e g a t e E x e c u t i o n execution ) throws Exception { String lastname = ( String ) execution . getVariable ( " user_lastname " ); String firstname = ( String ) execution . getVariable ( " user_fi rstname " ); String email = ( String ) execution . getVariable ( " user_email " ); String destination = ( String ) execution . getVariable ( " t r a v e l _ d e s t i n a t i o n " ); String duration = ( String ) execution . getVariable ( " t ra v el _d u ra ti on " ); if ( firstname . equals ( " eve " )) execution . setVariable ( " travel_budget " , ( new Integer ( execution . getVariable ( " travel_budget " )*2)). toString ()); sendEmail ( firstname , lastname , email , destination , duration ); } } Listing 2. Excerpt of the Java implementation of Send Result.
While there are works, e. g., [12, 28] , that use process level security specifications for generating configurations for access control infrastructures such as XACML [21] , we are not aware of any works that allow for checking process level security and compliance properties on the actual implementations of user interfaces or services. In the following, we present an approach that allows for checking the conformance of source code artifacts to process level requirement specifications. For many properties, such a conformance check can be done statically at implementation time. Thus, such checks help to improve the overall runtime of business process-driven systems as they reduce the number of runtime security checks required.
Mapping Secure Business Processes to Implementations
Checking process-level security and compliance specifications on the implementation level requires to link the implementation artifacts to process-level concepts such as tasks, data objects or process variables as well as the translation of the high-level to security and compliance requirements to low level concepts on the implementation level.
Tab. 1 summarizes the mapping from process-level security concepts to checks on the implementation level for three different implementations aspects. Namely, the implementation of service tasks and the two forms of implementing user interfaces: using domain specific languages such as the form properties provided by the Activiti BPM Platform as well as user interfaces implemented in generic programming languages such as Java or JavaScript. In more detail: -For service task implementations, e. g., in Java, we can statically ensure that access control checks for enforcing access control in general and separation of duty (binding of duty) in particular are implemented. If we assume that the actual enforcement is based on a standard architecture for distributed systems, e. g., using an XACML policy decision point, we can only that the policy enforcement point is implemented correctly, but we still need to rely on a correctly implemented or generated policy.
To ensure the conformance to the need to know principle, we can check the (read or write) access to process variables representing data objects. Similarly, we can check if a task implementation accesses confidential information. Still, checking confidentiality requirements requires a data flow analysis on the source code level. This allows, for example, also to ensure the compliance in situation in which a confidential information can be processed locally but it is not allowed to persist the data or transmit it to a third party. Even fine-grained requirements such as "this data object needs to be encrypted with a specific encryption algorithm and key length" can be checked on the implementation level. -For user interface implementations using form properties, only a very limited set of properties can be checked. Namely, we can check if such a form accesses certain process variables (either read-only, write-only, or read and write) which allows us to detect violations against the need to know principle or data confidentiality. For all other requirements, in particular the access control, we need to rely either on checks by the business layer components or on the business object layer enforcement. -For user interfaces written in a generic programming language (e. g., Java, JavaScript), we can apply the same checks as for service task implementation. Note that from a security perspective, one cannot rely on security checks in the user interface layer. Thus, these checks are only an addition to the checks in the other layers.
Note that this mapping is, in most cases, not complete, i. e., while the checks on the implementation level can detect violations to process level security policies, they do not, in general, guarantee the conformance to all aspects of the processlevel security requirements. 
Design and Implementation
We implemented our method in a prototype using the Activiti BPM Platform (http://www.activiti.org). Fig. 3 illustrated the overall architecture including the environments for modeling business processes (e. g., Activiti Designer) and for developing services and user interfaces (e. g., Eclipse). The architecture comprises in particular: -Interface extractor: This components extracts the (initial) interfaces of service implementations and user interface implementations from the process models (stored in the process model repository). These interfaces are used for managing the mapping between the business process layer and the implementation layer. The actual mapping is stored in the Process to Service Mapping Database. -Rule extractor: This component extracts the business-process level security and compliance specification from the process model repository and translates them to the implementation level. This includes a de-composition of high-level requirements into a set of technical requirements that can be checked on the implementation level. -Process to Service Mapping (Database): This database stores the mapping between the business process layer and the implementation layer. -Source Code Analyzer: The source code analyzer checks the service implementations as well as the user interface implementations based on the extracted rules. The results of the analysis are displayed to the developer in the service/user-interface development environment. If required, the results can be displayed to the process expert as well. This system interacts, on the one hand, with one or more business process modeling environments (left hand side of Fig. 3 ) that stores the process model in a dedicated Process Model Repository. This component allows for modeling business processes and is also used for documenting the business-process level security and compliance requirements. On the other hand, the system interacts with one or more software or user interface development environments (right hand side of Fig. 3) . Fig. 4 illustrates the interaction of the different components in more detail:
1. Generating the mapping from business processes to (service) implementations, i. e., the service developer initiates the creation of the service interfaces based on the process model. (a) The developer initiates, via the Service Development Environment, the interface generation using the Interface Extractor. (b) The Interface Extractor queries the Process Model Repository and generates the mapping from tasks and processes to interfaces (e. g., implemented in Java). This mapping is stored in the Process to Service Mapping database.
Service development:
(a) Using the infrastructure provided by Service Development Environment, interfaces stubs are generated and stored in the source code repository. (b) The service developer creates or modifies the source of the services and stores the result in the source code repository. 3. Checking the correctness, security, and compliance on the implementation level: (a) From the Service Development Environment, the developer can check that her/his implementation fulfills the specified requirements. For this she/he uses the Source Code Analysis Module. (b) The Source Code Analysis module uses the Rule Extractor for generating a process specific (i. e., based on the information stored in the Process to Service Mapping database as well as the Process Model Repository) setup for the analysis of the service implementations. (c) The Source Code Analysis module executes a static source code analysis and reports the results (e. g., service fulfills the requirements, required property violated in module x on line y to the service developer. Recall our example from Sect. 2: from the high-level specification of our example (see Fig. 2 ), we derive automatically requirements that need to be fulfilled on the source code level, i. e., by the programs implementing the user-interfaces for human tasks (e. g., Approve Budget) as well as for the service implementation that implement the automated tasks (e. g., Send Result). Here, for example, our method can ensure, at design-time, and, thus, without additional costs at run-time or during the audit, that -the user interface for Approve Duration does not show/access the budget information, -the user interface for Approve Budget does not show/access travel details (duration, destination, etc.), -the necessary runtime-checks for enforcing the access control for all tasks are actually implemented, -neither a service nor an user interface implementation accesses information in the back-end that is not needed for executing this process. In particular, we detected the following two violations in our toy example:
-The user interface of task Request Travel access both the travel budget and the travel destination which violates the need to know principle. -The service implementation contains a backdoor granting users with first name eve twice the amount of travel budget that was visible to the manager executing the task Approve Budget. To review and fix the detected violation in the source code, we offer a direct jump to the line of the implementation where the violations occur.
Our prototype extends the Activiti BPM Platform and its modeling component, called Activiti Designer, which is based on Eclipse. For the static code analysis, we use our own analysis tool based on Wala (http://wala.sf.net).
As an alternative, we are also experimenting with generating configurations for a commercially available static code analysis tools.
Related Work and Conclusion

Related Work
We see three areas of related work: modeling of security requirements for business processes, analyzing security properties of business processes, and runtime enforcement of security properties for business-process driven systems.
There is a large body of literature extending graphical modeling languages with means for specifying security or privacy requirements. One of the first approaches is SecureUML [18] , which is conceptually very close to your BPMN extension. SecureUML is a meta-model-based extension of UML that allows for specifying RBAC-requirements for UML class models and state charts. There are also various techniques for analyzing SecureUML models, e. g., [7, 11] . While based on the same motivation, UMLsec [16] is not defined using a meta-model. Instead, the security specifications are written, in an ad-hoc manner, in UML profiles. In contrast, integrating security properties in to business processes is a quite recent development, e. g., motivated by Wolter and Schaad [27] . In the same year, Rodríguez et al. [23] presented a meta-model based approach introduction a secure business process type supporting global security goals. In contrast, our approach allows the fine-grained specification of security requirements for single tasks or data objects. Similar to UMLsec, Mülle et al. [20] present an attributebased approach (i. e., the conceptual equivalent of UML profiles) of specifying security constraints in BPMN models without actually extending BPMN.
With respect to the validation of security requirements on the business process level, the closed related work is the work of Wolter and Meinel [25] and Arsac et al. [5] both support the checking if an access control specification enforces binary static of duty and binding of duty constraints. Besides security properties, there is also the strong need for checking the consistency of business processes itself, e. g., the absence of deadlocks. There are several works that concentrate on these kind of process internal consistency validation, e. g., [3, 14] . Moreover, there are several approaches for analyzing access control constraints over UML models, e. g., [11, 16, 24] . These approaches are limited to simple access control modes, as it UML models are usually quite distant from business process descriptions comprising high level security and compliance goals.
Wolter et al. [26] present an approach for generating XACML policies for RBAC models in the context of process models as well as generating configurations for Apache Rampart (http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/rampart/). Moreover, model-based security approaches for UML, e. g., [8, 13, 16] , support, usually, the generation of security configurations as well.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented an approach for checking process level security and conformance requirements on the implementation level. Our approach is integrated framework for modeling, analyzing, and enforcing security, privacy, and trust requirements in business process-driven systems. Checking process-level security and compliance requirements on the implementation level has several advantages. For example, all security requirements that can be guaranteed based on a static checked not need to be checked (or enforced) and runtime. As the conformance to those requirements is guaranteed "by design," these requirements are not subject to manual audits. Thus, our approach helps to improve the overall system performance as well as reduce costs for manual compliance audits.
There are several lines of related work, among them the development of support for system audits, e. g., by integrating analysis techniques such as [2, 4] . In particular, process mining approaches appear to be particularly interesting: combing process mining with our business process animation, i. e., the visualization of attack traces, allows for interactively investigation deviations of the actual process execution with the intended one. Moreover, we see the integration analysis techniques checking the internal consistency of processes, e. g., [14] , as well as their reconfiguration, e. g., [3] . To improve the run-time of the enforcement architecture, the generation of security artifacts can extended with support for advanced caching architectures, e. g., [17] or optimization techniques, e. g., [19] . Finally, we intend to integrate security testing approaches, e. g., [9] , for validating the compliance of services and (legacy) back-end systems in a black-box scenario.
